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ABSTRACT 
It is readily seen that the Moore-Penrose inverse A+ of a singular square matrix A 
does not for all regular matrices T satisfy the covariance condition (TAT- ‘)+ = 
TA+ T-‘. Thus the problem arises to describe the class e(A) of all those matrices T 
for which this condition is valid. The problem is solved for all matrices A of rank one 
and two. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
If A is a regular n X n matrix over a field F, its inverse A-’ may be said to 
be couariant with respect to the group of all regular n x n matrices T over F, 
since 
(TAT-‘) -’ = TA-‘T-l. 
For the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse A + of a singular n X n matrix A 
over the complex number field C, this general covariance does not hold. 
Hence the following questions arise. 
Let A be a complex n X n matrix of rank T, 0 < r < n, and A+ its 
Moore-Penrose inverse, that is, the unique solution X of the four Penrose 
equations (cf. [2]) 
AXA=A, (I) 
XAX = X, 
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(AX)* = AX, (3) 
(xA)*=xA. (4 
(i) For which regular n X n matrices T over C does the covariance 
condition 
(TAT-')+=TA+T-' (5) 
hold? We shall denote this class of matrices T by C?(A). 
(ii) For which regular T does (5) hold whatever the singular matrix A? 
(iii) Are there singular matrices A for which (5) holds with every regular 
matrix T? 
We shall approach these questions in the cases r = 1 and r = 2. By 
restricting the rank in this way, complicated technicalities in our algebraic 
geometric setup are avoided. D. W. Robinson has informed us that the 
full-rank decomposition theorem (see [3]) can be used to obtain a solution for 
any r. 
1. REFORMULATION OF TIIE PROBLEM 
If TA+ T-l is the unique Moore-Penrose inverse of the matrix TAT-', it 
satisfies the conditions (1) and (2); e.g. for (l), TAT-'*TA+ T-'*TAT-' =
TM+ AT-' = TAT-'. The equations (3) and (4), however, constitute condi- 
tions for T, namely (TAT-leTA+ T-')*=TAT-leTA+ T-', that is, 
or equivalently 
T*T(AA+)=(AA+)T*T. OJ) 
Likewise 
T*T(A+A)=(A+A)T*T. (1.2) 
If T is a scalar multiple of a unitary matrix U, these conditions are trivially 
satisfied. Thus the Moore-Penrose inverse of a complex singular matrix is 
certainly covariant in the group of all matrices $7, y complex * 0. In general, 
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however, T = UH where U is a unitary and H is a positive definite hermitian 
(p.d.h.) matrix. Therefore T*T = H*H = H2 and H is subjected to the condi- 
tions 
H2AA’ = AA+H2, (1.3) 
H2A’A = A+AH2 > (1.4) 
which thus are necessary for HA+ H-’ to be the Moor&Penrose inverse of 
HAH-‘. These conditions are readily seen to be also sufficient. 
THEOREM 1. Let T = UH where U is unitary and H is a p.d. h. matrix. 
The matrix TA+T-’ is the Moore-Penrose inverse of the (singular) matrix 
TAT- 1 if and only if the mutrix H satisfies the two conditions (1.3) and (1.4). 
In order to determine the class k?(A) it will be sufficient to find the p.d.h. 
matrices H E C?(A). 
2. MATRICES OF RANK ONE 
Let A be a complex 12 X n matrix of rank r = 1. Two column vectors a and 
b can be found such that A = ab*. These vectors are defined by the matrix A 
up to a scalar multiple. Indeed, a may be chosen as one of the nonzero 
columns of A with some nonzero complex factor; up to a nonzero complex 
factor, b* is a nonzem row vector of A. If ab* = cd*, then c = ya and 
d* = y-‘b*. 
Now let a = Iala, b = Jblb. The unit vectors a, b will be called the 
churacteristic vectors of A. AlI matrices with the characteristic vectors a, 6 are 
scalar multiples of the matrix 9l= ab*; in particular A = la(lbl9l. 
The Moore-Penroseinverseof A is A+ = ba*/a*ab*b = ba*/lallbl. Hence 
bb* 
A+A===bb* (24 
are two nonnegative hermitian matrices of rank one. 
We point out that the matrix cu* is hermitian if and only if c = pa with a 
real p. Thus in order to determine the p.d.h. matrices H E 6?(A) we note that 
according to (1.3), (1.4), (2.1) the two matrices H2AA’ =(H2a)a* and 
H2A’A = (H2b)b* must be hermitian, which will be the case if and only if 
H2a = X2a and H2b = p2b with arbitrary positive X, CL. A positive definite 
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3. MATRICES OF RANK 2 
Every complex n X n matrix of rank 2 can be written in the form A = 
(a b)(c d)* where a, b and c, d are two pairs of linearly independent vectors 
in C”. The matrix A also appears in the form ac* + bd*. Its columns are 
vectors in the plane (a, b), and its rows are vectors in the plane (c*, d *). 
The two planes (a, b) and (c, d ) are uniquely defined by the matrix A; they 
will be called the characteristic planes of A. The vectors a, b are not defined 
by A, but once fixed in the plane (a, b), the vectors c, d are uniquely defined 
and vice versa. Indeed, suppose that (a b)(c d)* = (ci d)(e (2)*; the two 
planes (a, b) and (ci,&) th en coincide and a regular 2 ~2 matrix S exists 
such that (6 6) = (a b)S. Thus (6, $)* = S-‘(c d)*. In particular S can be 
chosen so that B and 6 are orthogonal: 6*(i = 0. 
Even more, we can prove the following lemma: 
LEMMAS. Thematrix 
can always be chosen so that the two vector pairs ci, 6 E (a, b), ~2, d E (c, d) 
for which the condition (6 6)(6 (2)* = (a b)(c d)* i.s satisfied, are simulta- 
n43ou.9ly orthogonal: 6% = 0, CPe = 0. 
Proof. We may assume that b*a = 0 but d*c * 0. Moreover let sii = sss 
= 1. Since ci = usii + bs,,, 6 = asI + bs,, we have 
b*d = a*ti12 + b*bs,, = 0; hence ssi = - %$,a. (3.1) 
Now let S = det S; then ((2 d)* = S-‘(c d)*) implies that 
1612~*e = - d*dS12 + d*c + (c*dq2 - c*c)szl = 0, 
which together with (3.1) yields for s,, the quadratic equation a*u * c*&f2 + 
(b*b*d*d - a*a.c*~)9~~ - b*b*d*c = 0. Since a*a*c*d f 0, this equation 
has at least one root s,,. Subsequently s2i is found from (3.1). It remains to 
verify that S * 0. Indeed, 6 = 1 - s2isi2 = 1 +(u*a/b*b)ls,,12. ??
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The lemma implies that if it is convenient or expedient we can always 
assume the matrix A in orthogonal repre.ventation, i.e. A = (a b)(c d)*, 
b*a = 0, d*c = 0. 
We introduce now the 2 X 2 matrix 
r=I’(A)=(c d)*(a b)=(iz $“,). 
It is easy to verify that its four elements are similarity invariants: for every 
regular n X n matrix P, 
I’(I’AP-‘) = I(A). 
LEMMA 2. The matrix A =(a b)(c d)* is nilpotent of index 2 (i.e. 
A2 = 0) if and only if I’( A) = 0, that is, the two churacteristic planes (a, b) 
and (c, d) are totally orthogonal. 
Proof. If A2=0 we have A2=(ac*+M*)(ac*+ bd*)=c*a*ac*+c*b 
.ad*+d*a-bc*+d*b-bd*=O. We shall show that the four matrices 
ac*,ad*, bc*, bd* are linearly independent. Assuming (a b)(c d)* in or- 
thogonal representation, let 
qac* + ar2ad* + &bc + &bd = 0 
with complex numbers oi, 02, pi, p2. By left-hand multiplication of this 
equation by a* we obtain a*a(qc* + a2d*) = 0; hence (pi = 0, a2 = 0, since c 
and d are linearly independent. This leaves us with the condition plbc* + 
jI,bd* = 0, which after left-hand multiplication with b* yields /I1 = 0, P2 = 0. 
Hence l? = 0. 
Conversely, if r(A) = 0 then A2 = (a b)r( c d )* = 0. H 
COROLLARY. For n < 4 there is no n X n matrix of rank 2 which is 
nilpotent of index 2. 
4. EIGENMATRIX AND EIGENPLANE 
A2X2matrixAiscalledandgenmatixofthenXnmatrixHifthereis 
a pair of linearly independent vectors a, b such that H(a b) = (a b)h. The 
plane (a, b) may be called an eigenplane of H with the eigenmatrix A. 
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The eigenmatrix A of a matrix H is defined only up to similarity: With A, 
also S- ‘AS is an eigenmatrix of H with the same eigenplane if S is an 
arbitrary regular 2 x 2 matrix. Indeed, let (a b)S = (ri 6); then (ci,6) = 
(a, b). If (a,b) is an eigenplane of H, one has H(ci 6)=H(a b)S 
= (a b)AS =(a b)SS-‘AS = (6 6)S-‘AS. 
REMAN. The characteristic plane (a, b) of the matrix A = (a b)(c d)* 
is an eigenplane of A: A(u b) = (a b)I. The plane (c, d) is an eigenplane of 
A* with the eigenmatrix I*. 
Two linearly independent eigenvectors of a matrix H generate an eigen- 
plane with a diagonal eigenmatrix. As to the converse: 
LEMMA 3. Let (a, b) be an eigenplune of the matrix H. Zf the corre- 
sponding eigenmutrix A is diagonulizable, two linearly independent vectors 
ci, 6 E (a, b) are eigenvectors of H. 
Proof. If the eigenvalues of A are distinct, A can be assumed in diagonal 
form. If the eigenvalues of A coincide, A is a multiple of the identity matrix. 
??
In the case that A cannot be diagonalized, there is a regular matrix S such 
that 
= A,. 
It has only one eigenvalue X and S- ’ i 
0 
as eigenvector. 
LEMMA 4. Zf the nXn matrix H bus the 2X2 mutrk A as an eigem 
matrix, then the conjugate transpose H* has the conjugate x of A, as well as 
every S ‘AS, and therefore p = A*, as eigenmutrix. 
Proof Let (a, b) be an eigenplane of H. Then ci, 6, ci = Pa, 6 = Pb, 
det P * 0, is an eigenplane of PHP- ‘: 
PHP-‘(d 6) = PHP-‘P(u b) = PH(u b) 
=P(u b)A=(ti d)A. (4.0 
Now choose P so that PHP-’ = H’, the transpose of H. Then H’(ti 6) = 
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(a’ b)& By @ing the conjugates on both sides of this equation, 
H*(Z d) = (Z 6)x. Hence x is an eigenmatrix of H* with the eigenplane 
spanned by the vectors Z, $, eigenvectors of PHP-‘. ??
COROLLARY. If the matrix H is hermitiun and A its eigenmutrix with 
(a, b) as eigenplane, then also K and A* are eigenmatrices of H. 
From (4.1) we conclude that if A is an eigenmatrix of H, then it is also an 
eigenmatrix of PHP- ‘. If H is hermitian, we can find a unitary matrix P such 
that PHP- ’ = PHP* = D is a diagonal matrix (Xi,. . . ,A,}. Its eigenvectors are 
the basis vectors e(r), ec2), . . . , e(“), and if all the Ai are distinct, its eigenplanes 
are the coordinate planes (e ci), e(B); the corresponding eigenmatrices of D 
are { Ai, X .}. They are also the eigenmatrices of H with the eigenplanes 
generated b y the vectors a = P*e(‘), b = P*e(J). 
Let X, = X2 * h,; every plane containing et31 and intersecting (e(i), ec2)) 
given by (e&2), e(s)), e(ls2)= cw,e(‘)+a2e(2)(la112 +1a212=1) is eigenplaneof 
D. If two eigenplanes intersect in a line, then this line carries an eigenvector. 
With regard to (4.1) these statements are transferable to the hermitian matrix 
H from which D was obtained by diagonalization. 
LEMMA 5. The matrix A = (a b)( c d)* is hermitian if and only if its 
characteristic pikes coincide: (c d) = (a b)S, and the regular 2 X 2 matrix S 
i.s hermitian. 
Proof. Clearly A=(a b)S*(a b)* is hermitian if S is hermitian. Con- 
versely, if A* = A [that is, (c d)(a b)* =(a b)(c d)*], we have (a b) 
S(a b)*=(a b)S*(a b)*. Since (a b) contains a regular 2X2 submatrix C 
which satisfies the equation CSC* = CS*C*, it follows that S* = S. ??
Now let H E e(A). We consider the matrices 
(H2A)A+ = (H2a H2b)(a b)*, 
(H2A+)A=(H2c H2d)(c d)*, 
which according to Lemma 5 are hermitian if and only if there are two p.d.h. 
2 x 2 matrices A, M such that 
H2(a b)= (a b)A2, H2(c d)=(c d)M2. 
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5. THE MATRICES X FOR WHICH t?(X) = L’i?( A) 
An explicit formula for the Moore-Penrose inverse of a matrix A = (a b) 
(c d)*, namely 
A+=(c d)( $“, ;:“, ;1:; $; -l(u b)*, (5.1) 
can easily be verified by confirming with it the equations (l)-(4). In this 
process we find the matrices 
AAf=(a b,($; $) -‘(u b)*, 
A+A=(c -i(c d)*, 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
which are indeed hermitian [cf. (3) and (4)]. 
These formulae become simpler if we assume the matrix A in orthogonal 
representation, i.e. b*a = 0, d*c = 0; if, moreover, we introduce again the 
unit vectors a, b, c, b (a = ]a]~, . . . ), we obtain 
AA+=(a b)(a b)*=aa*+bb*, 
(5.4) 
A+A=(c b)(c b)*=cc*+bb*. 
Hence these two hermitian matrices are completely determined by the 
“directions” of the four vectors a, b, c, d, and for the remaining discussion we 
may refer to the matrix 9l = (a b)( c b )* which has the same characteristic 
planes as A =(a b)(c d)*. Therefore e(a)= e(A). 
Now we note that all matrices of rank 2 which have the same characteris- 
tic planes as A can be represented in the form 
X= (u b)S-T*(c d)* 
where S and T are regular 2 X 2 matrices. Further 
H2(u b)S =(a b)A2S= (a b)S(S-lA2S)= (a b)S(S-1AS)2 
H2(c d)T = -a. . . . = (c d)T(T-‘AT)‘, 
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so that (a b)S and (c d)T represent eigenplanes of H2, which of course 
coincide when (a, b) and (c, d) coincide. Thus e(X) = e(A). 
6. THE MATRIX A IS NILPOTENT OF INDEX 2 
According to Lemma 3 this is the case if and only if the characteristic 
planes (a, b) and (c, d) are totally orthogonal. In addition we assume A in 
orthogonal representation (a b)(c d)*; thus a unitary matrix P can be found 
which turns a, b, c, b into the basis vectors Pa = e(l), Pb = ec2), PC = ec3), 
Pb = ec4), and (e(l), ec2)) and (e t3), ec4)) are characteristic planes of the 
matrix 
/ \ 
PAP* = (e(l) e(2)) e(3)’ 
i 
= 
e(4)’ 
\ / 
We determine all positive definite hermitian matrices K = (k(l) - - - kc”)) 
which have (e(l), et2)) and ( et3), et4)) as eigenplanes 
0 0 1 0 *** 0 
0 0 0 1 *** 0 
0 0 0 0 *** 0 
. . . . . . . . 
;, ;, ;, ;, . . . ;, 
K( e(l) et”)) = (e(l) eC2))A , K( ec3) eo) = ( et3) e”))M (6.1) 
Hence 
0 M ... 0 
where A, M, K, _4 a.re arbitrary positive definite hermitian matrices of 
dimension 2 x 2,2 x 2, (n - 4) x (n - 4) respectively. Consequently H = P * KP 
represents for every K of the form (6.2), a hermitian matrix which has (a, b) 
and (c, d) as eigenplanes. 
THEOREM 2. Let A =(a b)(c d)* be a matrix of rank 2 and A2 = 0. 
Every p.d.h. matrix H E &?(A) can be represented in the fm 
H=(a b)A(a b)*+(c b)M(c id*+&,-4 (6.3) 
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where A, M are p.d.h. 2x2 matrims and Hn.+ is a nonnegative hermitian 
mutrixofmnkn-4suchthatH,,_,(a b c d)=O. 
This theorem can readily be extended to the case of a matrix A of rank 
r > 2 (n 3 2r) for which A2 = 0. This matrix can be represented by A = (a(l) 
. . . a(‘))(bO) . . . b(‘))* with two totally orthogonal “characteristic subspaces” 
(a@) , . . . ,a(‘)), (b(l), . . . , b(‘)) of dimension r in C”. 
The case of rank r > 2 will not be discussed in this paper. 
7. THE CASE OF A NONNILPOTENT MATRIX A 
The several cases to be discussed are determined by the mutual situation 
of the characteristic planes of the matrix A: b*a = 0, d*c = 0. 
A. The Churacteristic Planes of A Are Not Totally orthogonal but Have 
Only the Point 0 in Common; Thus Still n > 4 
Then there is a unitary matrix P such that Pa = e(l), P 6 = ec2), but 
P c = U, Pb = b are two orthogonal vectors and not all four of the inner 
products e(‘)‘u = q, ec2)‘u = u2, e (‘)‘b = q, et2)‘b = u2 vanish, as otherwise 
the planes (e(l), (2) e ) and (u, b ) would be totally orthogonal. So we have 
I ll* \ 
b* 
PAP* = (et’) e@))(U b)* = 0’ 
\ dr 1 
We have to find the p.d.h. matrices K which have (e(l), ec2)) and (u, b) as 
eigenplanes: 
K( e(l) eC2)) = (e(l) et2))A , K(u b)=(u b)M. (7.1) 
From the first condition we have 
with a p.d.h. (n - 2)x(n - 2) matrix K,_,. 
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In order to exploit the second condition of (7.1) let ui, ui be the compo 
nents of the vectors u, b , and 
f43 *3 
w,= % 2)1 
i 1 u2 02 ’ 
w2= : : . 1 I . . % % 
Then we have 
AW,=W,M, K,_,W, = WsM. (7.2) 
On the other hand, since (u b)*(u b) = I,, it follows from (7.1) that 
(u b)*K(u b)=M and therefore WfAWi+W,*K,_,W,=M. If W, is regu- 
lar, we have by (7.2) M = W;‘AWi; thus A and M are similar. 
If, however, W, is singular, we have to replace it by the matrix 
with suitably chosen i, j out of (1, . . . , n}, which is always possible, since u, b 
are linearly independent. 
B. The Characteristic Plunes of A Intersect in a Straight Line 
(i) The plane (c, d ) contains a normal to the plane (a, b) at the point 0. 
If we reduce the configuration to its unitary normal form by a unitary 
transformation P we get 
PAP* = (e(l) ec2))( ec3) b), b*ec3) = G3 = 0. 
Since o lies in the plane (e(r), ec2)), we have u = u,e(‘) + u2et2) (u3 = 0,. . . , 
o, = 0). The restrictions for the matrix K follow from the relations 
K(e(‘) ec2))=(e 0) et2))A, K(e”) b)=(e c3) b)M. This implies that the matrix 
M is diagonal, that one of its diagonal elements is a root of A and the other 
one a root of Kn_3, and that 
(ii) The plane (c, d) does not contain the normal to (a, b), and the 
vector c lies in the plane (a, b): c = ula + u,b. By a unitary P we tum A into 
P$lP* =(e 0) e@))(u b)* where u = ule cl)+ u2e @) (u,, u2 not both equal to 
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zero). Moreover u* b = 0; hence u1 = y&, u2 = - yG,, y f 0. For K we have 
the conditions K(e (1) e(Q) = (e(l) e(%)A and 
K(u, b)= 
= 
~11u1+ x12u2 hu1+ Al202 
&,u, + x,u, ii& + x,u, 
n 
0 t k34 
v=3 
= 
Pllul+ Pl2YG2 Pl2% + P22YG2 
PllU2 - PlPY% Pl2U2 - P22YCl 
%2u3 P22U3 
I 
\ 
\ 
I Pl2% P22U” 
Ul 01 
u2 u2 
0 03 
. . 
. . 
0 in 
\ 
M 
Notallu 3,. . . , u,, can vanish, as otherwise b would lie in the plane (e(l), ec2)). 
Therefore p12 = 0, i.e., M is diagonal and 
Sincethematti (r: _??) is regular, the two eigenmatrices A and M are 
similar; hence they have the same eigenvalues and one of them must be an 
eigenvalue of 
K n- 
C. The Characteristic Planes of A Coincide 
The vector pairs a, b and c, d will be taken orthogonal in the plane (a, b), 
i.e. a*b = 0 and c*d = 0. Let P be unitary and Pa = e(l), P6 = eC2), PC = u, 
a!?# 
Pb=b: 
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P 
Pa 
0 
. . 
i \ 6 I 
p = (l+ja12) -1’2, CJ = Plq, 
, b=a(t? (1) _ ~-‘e@)) = 
u \ 
-az 
0 
with a certain complex number a. Thus we get the normal form of the matrix 
$: P%P* = (e(l) et2))(u b)*. 
The conditions for the corresponding matrices K = PHP* are the follow- 
ing: 
K(e(‘) eC2)) = (k(l) kC2) ) = (e(l) et2))A, K=(;: Ky12) 
and 
K(u b)=(u b)M. 
This equation implies again the similarity of the two eigenmatrices A and M: 
hC=CM, c= (: _;$); 
indeed, this matrix C is defined and regular for all (Y * 0. 
In the case of a hermitian matrix 
A-b b)(;:) 
there is only the one eigenmati A and 
‘=( :: Ky_2)* 
The author is gratefil to a referee who drew his attention to a defect in an 
earlier oession of this paper. 
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